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Mr. L. V. Maurin DEisenhut/RPurple
Vice President - Nuclear Operations Attorney, OELD
Louisiana Power and Light Company ELJordan, IE

142 Delamnde Street ACRS (16)
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174 Y. Hsii

JMTaylor, IE

Subject: Request for Additional Information Concerning Core Protection
; Calculator / Reactor Power Cutback System at Waterford 3

! The NRC staff has reviewed the information submitted by you c.oncerning
thermal-hydraulics, specifically the core protection calculator / reactor
power cutback system. We find that additional information is mquired in
order for us to complete our mview.

Please provide a response to the enclosed staff questions within 30 days
of receipt of this letter so that staff review will not impact the com-
pletion of the licensing review.

In order to assure expedited responses we suggest that for any discussion
or clarification on the infomation requested, you should contact
Mr. Y. Hsii, staff reviewer from the Themal-liydraulics Section of the

; Core Perfomance Branch, on (301) 492-9473.

Sincerely,

/s
George W. Knighton, Chief

' ,

Licensing Branch f3
! Division of Licensing
i

Enclosure:
As stated '

cc: See next page
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WATERFORD
. ' *- .

Mr. L. V. Maurin
Vice President - Nuclear Operations
Louisiana Power & Light Company
142 Delaronde Street

- New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

cc: W. Malcolm Stevenson, Esq. Regional Adminstrator'-Region IV
Monroe & Lemann U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
14?3 Whitney Building 611 Ryan Plaza Drive
New Orleans, .touisiana 70130 Suite 1000

Arlington,-Texas 76012
Mr. E. Blake
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge
1800 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

.

Mr. Gary L. Groesch
2257 Bayou Road -

New Orleans, Louisiana 70119
!

Mr. F. J. Drummond
Project Manager - Nuclear
Louisiana Power & Light Company

'

142 Delaronde street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

Mr. D. B. Lester
Production Engineer
Louisiana Power & Light Company
142 Delaronde Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

Luke Fontana, Esq.
824 Esplanade Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70116

Stephen M. Irving, Esq.
535 North 6th Street
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802

Resident Inspector /Waterford NPS
..

P. D. Box 822
Killona, Louisiana 70066 '

Dr. D. C. Gibbs
Middle South Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 61000
New Orleans, Louisiana 70161
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QUESTIONS REGARDING WATERFORD- 3 CPC /RPCS
.

1. The Waterford report, " Safety Evaluation of the Reactor Power Cutback System
(CEN-200(P))", indicates that the " legal" CEA group (s) is found to be
inserting when moving at free falling speed. In the report, "CPC/CEAC
Software Modifications for Waterford-3 CEN-197(c)-P", the CEAC algorithm

implies that a RPC rod dropping is detemined by checking whether the
CEA position has dropped more than CBSP inches (data base constant,
CBSP=5.1) after ICYCLE (=2) execution cycles.

(a) What is the rate of change of the CEA positions corresponding to the
CBSP/ICYCLE?

(b) Is this rate of change of CEA position c-iterion corresponding to the
free falling speed?

2. On page 2-4 of the " Software Modifications" report, the updating of the
CEA position for the next execution cycle is perfonned through a "Do Loop"
"i = ICYCLE+1,2". Is there an error in "i = ICYCLE+1,2" since ICYCLE is,

equal to 2 according to the data base constants.

3. The "Descriptiun" of CEAC change No. 2 on page 2-8 of the " Software
Modifications" report states that "the CASE 2 deviation is detennined only
when the RPC flag is set." Is there an error in this statement? Al so ,

is there an error in ICASE2 flag setting that " bit 8 = 0 when there are
multiple CEA deviations in a subgroup?"

4. For the CPC/RPCS algorithm described in the " Software Modifications", the
RPC flag will be set indicating the RPC mode when one or more of the

preselected RPC groups are dropping. How is a real RPC event distinguished
from a CEA deviation where a RPC group is inadvertently dropped, or two
RPC groups are dropped while only one group dropping is required, or

vice versa?

5. During and right after the changes from the RPC mode to the nomal CPC
mode operation, how does the CPC project the DNBR in dynamic DNBR

calculation? What is the rate of change of DNBR with respect to reactor
coolant ficw and other parameters during the mode change?
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6. The "RPCS Safety Evaluation" report indicates that the safety evaluation for
the reactor power cutback system is generically applicable to Waterford-3

|and the CE Systen-80 plants. However, the RPCS duration of 21 seconds
applicable to the Waterford-3 was used in the safety evaluation, whereas
the data base constants document lists the RPCS duration of 20 seconds.
Explain the difference in the RPCS mode duration. Also explain why

this safety evaluation is applicable to the CESSAR plants.

7. The duration of the RPCS mode, TCBP, is an addressable constant. What

! is the range limit of this duration that will not have a safety implication
1

if a wrong value is input by the operator?
|

|

.

8. Your safety evaluation clains several events to be bounded by the FSAR
1
l analysis. For instance, inadvertent excessive setback of turbine for a
l

less than complete loss of load during large load rejection event is
said to be bounded by the FSAR analysis; both too much and too little
turbine setback during loss of one feedwater pump event are also said to
be bounded by the FSAR analysis. However, these events are all in the

RPCS mode whereas the FSAR analyses might not have considered the RPCS.

Justify your claim that these events are bounded by the FSAR analyses.

| 9. The positive range limit on the CEAC penalty factor multipliers, PF
MLTD

and PFMLTL, has been extended to a much smaller value. Justify this new

range limit that could have a safety implication.

10. An error has been discovered in the existing Waterford-3 CPC software.
The error involves a discrepancy between the CPC sof tware and its functional
requirements, i.e., the CPC sof tware precludes application of a pre-

|
detennined bath-failed CEAC penalty factor to the local power density
calculation required by the functional specification. The error should be

_

corrected.

! 11. In view of the error described in question 10, which had remained
undetected until the Phase II testing, your existing sof tware imple-

| mentation and quality assurance procedures are subject to further
improvenent. The cause of the error has been attributed to human

-2-
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error in the application of quality assurance standards during the
translation of functional requirements of the system into the machine-
executable code. Corrective actions to avoid recurrence of this type
of error involves additional training of sof tware design personnel at
CE in the application of QA standards to the generation and independent
review of software documentation. A new document detailing the standards

to be followed in the generation and review of software documentation
should be submitted for staff review as a supplement to software change

procedures for CPC systems.

12. During a San Onofre Unit 2 CPC startup test audit by the NRC staff in
December 1982, the staff was informed that CE and SONGS personnel, in

preparing for the audit, had discovered a non-conservative error in
the values of the power mulitplier addressable constants used to define
instrument uncertainties. The error results in a non-conservative
power calibration uncertainty value of 7.5 percent compared to a required
value of 10 percent. The latter value was submitted to SONGS from
CE by letter dated August 20, 1981. The letter was said to be lost and
the modification was not implemented. This resulted in a Technical
Specification violation. What procedure modifications and other actions
have you taken to prevent a recurrence of this type of error for the
Wa terford-37
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